By Tom Smith

An officer of Evansville to handle student advising problems and other issues. The new assistant dean is Robert J. Garfield, who was recently hired by the University. Garfield was previously employed by the State Department of Education and served as an advisor to the state's legislature. He replaces Dr. William B. Brown, who left the University in January to accept a position at another institution.

The position of assistant dean was created as part of the University's ongoing efforts to improve student services. It is hoped that the new position will help to address concerns raised by students and faculty.

The role of the assistant dean is to work closely with the dean of student affairs to provide support and guidance to students. This includes advising students on academic matters, addressing concerns related to campus life, and helping students to identify and access resources and opportunities.

The University is committed to providing a high-quality education for all students. By hiring an assistant dean, it is hoped that the University will be able to better serve the needs of its diverse student population. The University looks forward to working with Dr. Garfield to achieve this goal.
By guest columnist—Karl Schurr

OBSESSIONS TO ERA ARE MISGUIDED

Objection to ERA are misguided

It is time for more of the heaviness to activity support egalitarianism. After the women's amendment there is a legal...
Science building slated

The faculty-staff parking lot and facilities planning.

Facilities now located there will be relocated.

Parts of the physics and chemistry departments, now in Overman Hall, will be transferred to the new structure.

Tardy filers get extension

WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans have an extra two days to struggle with their taxes this year, but the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is still expecting a huge crush of late-minute returns. Because April 15 falls on a Saturday, taxpayers have until Monday to get their returns in.

By last week, 30 million returns had been filed, an increase from 27 million at the same time last year.

IRS officials had no explanation for the slower rate of returns.

Cheerleading tryouts held

School spirit name of the game

Sixty-five students, male and female, tried out for the squad. The finalists, chosen on the basis of enthusiasm and gymnastic ability, will compete Friday.

A few hours at a local bar and an attempt to drive home can wind up as a weekend ticket to the Falcon Plaza, 1616 E. Wooster St.

Under an Ohio law, persons charged with driving while intoxicated must be imprisoned for two days for each conviction of a second or subsequent DWI offense. The jail term will be increased to three days for a third or subsequent conviction.

The weekend ticket to the Falcon Plaza is not a black mark on the offender's record, according to Tony Bombardiere, IRS resident revenue agent.

The tear of cancer is often fatal and self-awareness sessions.

AIDS Health Center, monster that has been under reconstruction and relocations.

Tax officials suggested that taxpayers try to finish their returns over the weekend rather than wait until the last minute Monday night. By last week, 38 states had not filed returns, an increase from 27 million at the same time last year.

In the last 50 years,outlined the program.

The Wood County Jail already is overcrowded and the monthly addition of 35 DWI offenders would make it worse, Wagner said. The jail terms in the Falcon Plaza are not criminal, but are more than three hours of time offenders can complete their jail terms in the Falcon Plaza rather than the Wood County Jail.

However, if they think they owe money, they also must send along a check with their estimated tax.

The IRS will charge a 6.5 percent penalty per month on any amount above that, in addition to 6 percent in interest.

The building's completion will be appropriated for a decent, functional building from state funds, only $4 per student.

In Bowling Green, first-year students must be imprisoned for at least three days and attend classes concerning the driver training program.

The Wood County Jail was chosen because it was the only location with in-state secure housing per month, as well as have a community meeting room.

The program has been a success, according to the worker who has been on the job since last year.

The program is being prepared for the next six months.
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Parachute jump

A one-day intensive workshop concluding with a parachute jump will be offered by the Union Activities Organization (UAO) and the Tecumseh Parachuting School in Michigan tomorrow.

The regular $40 cost will be reduced by $5 for par-

ticipants who signed up by April 24. Additional

places still are available for the white-water rafting trip May 7 or the West Virginia's New River trip. Cost is $40. Persons interested should ask for the UAO office, third floor, Union.

Econ colloquium

An economics colloquium will be held at 2 p.m. Wed-

esday in the Taft Room, Union. "Community Market

Future: The Hedon Game to End," Leo Norris and Gerald Auten, professors of economics, will present the program. All interested persons are in-

vited to attend.

Workshop detailed

At a meeting Tuesday, Gail Inscho, president of the

University chapter of Women in Communications, Inc.

(WICI), detailed her experiences at the regional meeting in 1974, when the national association named her national association named her the University's student Society's "Meeting in

of only a few members but are funded

by more than 15,000 students.

Lauding the present SGA, Moore said that the job

was a good one, but somewhat limiting.

The group discussed next year's programs.

Women and their art

Sculptor to present show

According to Dr. Jason Girard, director of the

women's studies program, the art show has three

purposes:

- To encourage professional women artists.

- To inform the public that there are opportunities for women in the arts.

- To raise lots and lots of complaints.

"The biggest thing is the opportunity to raise lots and lots of complaints," Girard said. "We're aiming to make this show a meaningful one for the women artists."

The annual convention, sponsored by a different

college chapter each year, will feature three presenta-

tions by 30 visiting chemical majors from 11 colleges in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois, according to Barbara R. Hich, president of the University student chapter. Her students will participate in the event.

The 1975 Art Show, hosted by the University's women's studies program, also will feature works by other professional women artists.

The annual convention, sponsored by a different

college chapter each year, will feature three presenta-

tions by 30 visiting chemical majors from 11 colleges in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois, according to Barbara R. Hich, president of the University student chapter. Her students will participate in the event.

"The annual convention, sponsored by a different

college chapter each year, will feature three presenta-

tions by 30 visiting chemical majors from 11 colleges in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois, according to Barbara R. Hich, president of the University student chapter. Her students will participate in the event.

'Ve got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."

Whatever you do with them, they're still free.

Order any large pizza and you

can get up to a $5 Free Pepsi. 6

pizzas with coupon necessary.

Phone in for your order by 9:30 to

Call us for fast food delivery.

352-5221 4:00 - 10:00

DOMINO'S

PIZZA

"I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."

Hill said that the job

was a good one, but somewhat limiting.

The group discussed next year's programs.

Women and their art

Sculptor to present show

According to Dr. Jason Girard, director of the

women's studies program, the art show has three

purposes:
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- To inform the public that there are opportunities for women in the arts.

- To raise lots and lots of complaints.

"The biggest thing is the opportunity to raise lots and lots of complaints," Girard said. "We're aiming to make this show a meaningful one for the women artists."

The annual convention, sponsored by a different

college chapter each year, will feature three presenta-

tions by 30 visiting chemical majors from 11 colleges in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois, according to Barbara R. Hich, president of the University student chapter. Her students will participate in the event.

The 1975 Art Show, hosted by the University's women's studies program, also will feature works by other professional women artists.
Eight years later
Classes canceled to observed May 4 deaths

President Carter's delay in deciding whether to pros-ecute those charged in the 1970 shootings was interpreted by many Europeans — pending evidence of new Soviet activity — as “restraint” in the arms race. The delay was seen by many as a failure of leadership.

The administrator is insensitive to efforts to fulfill his role as leader of the West.”

The mayor pledged that differences would be expressed fairly and “without personal attacks by me or members of my administration.”

The mayor’s apology will turn back recall efforts, aides say. But defense attorneys said they would still move for a new trial on criminal trespassing charges following a failure to reach a plea bargain last month in support of 194 persons arrested in the gym arms protest last summer.

President Carter’s delay in deciding whether to prosecute those charged in the 1970 shootings was interpreted by many Europeans — pending evidence of new Soviet activity — as “restraint” in the arms race. The delay was seen by many as a failure of leadership. The questioning of Washington’s administration is insensitive to efforts to fulfill his role as leader of the West.”

The administrator is insensitive to efforts to...
**Entertainment**

**Comic operaerta: overwhelming success**

**Review by Mary Beth Beatty**

Remember how "close" made you stay away from the beach for a while? Well, you probably won't be too anxious to have minor surgery after seeing "Coma," the hospital operetta starring Genevieve Bujold and Michael Douglas. "Coma" is playing at Boston Opera House through April 19.

The movie is set in a fictional Boston hospital, which, when you think about it, sounds suspicious. While Bujold's character, Susan Wheeler, investigates the hospital, you find that her investigation uncovers a number of reasons of unsanctioned coma, but her attempts to learn more are thwarted.

**Duo's first album revives acoustic guitar**

**Review by C. Anthony Mosser**

The world went "Pinko-like" in 1973 when Larry Coryell and John McLaughlin released their first album. "Pinko-like" was a term coined by Philip Glass to describe the new, minimalist sound that was beginning to replace the familiar "swinging overly aristocratic, time with his demands for cash "insults." Wayland turned in a fine performance with his corrupt minister(s). Senior Douglas starred as a matronly woman out to corral a stage for most of the show. But even she couldn't push the audience. The show's biggest problem is that it is simplified enough to fit on the small stage at Joe's Pub Theater. Director Paul Silverman can be proud of the cast. Converting Ravel, asfeas, seeking clues is a hospital conspiracy, criminals in a shoe-carrying lens to operating rooms in the MGM thriller, "Coma." Or, as showing at the Stadium Cinema in Bowing Green.

**Winthrop Terrace North and South**

**SPECIAL SUMMER RATES**

Now Leasing for Fall and Summer Occupancy

**Fall Rates Start as Low as $75.00 Per Person**

For the Finest in Apartment Living, See Us Today.

**Office at 400 Napoleon Rd.**

352-9135

Open 9-12 and 1-5 Mon.-Fri.

Evenings by Appointment

**SGA will be your representative if you vote in the campus elections April 27**
Genesis release lacks inspiration but ex-group member's does not
THE TOLEDO AREA needs YOU to sell Advertising for the BG NEWS Do it NOW!!

CONGRATULATIONS JEFF RAKER AND MARK STAMATIS ON GOING ACTIVE IN PHI KAPPA PSI.

TO the best big there could ever be: JOE
Happy Belated 21st Birthday. Also campaiging on being elected Secretary for the best big ever. Ace is in super major.

Love Ya Always,
Your Big
Peggie

Campus Calendar

Campus Calendar is a daily listing of campus events (meetings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a service to students, University employees, and visitors to campus. In order to be included in the Campus Calendar, a written request must be submitted to: Campus Calendar, The News, 401 Student Union.

FRIDAY
Meetings
Joyce Koerner KG-1 3:00-9:00 p.m., 222 Newcomb
Luncheon and Classes
Luncheon in Union Apr. 15, 10:30 a.m.; Newman "Luncheon Series "Tuscan Pastries in Amsterdam" will be illustrated by Or.

Saturday
Campus Calendar is a daily listing of campus events (meetings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a service to students, University employees, and visitors to campus. In order to be included in the Campus Calendar, a written request must be submitted to: Campus Calendar, The News, 401 Student Union.

SATURDAY
Campus Calendar is a daily listing of campus events (meetings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a service to students, University employees, and visitors to campus. In order to be included in the Campus Calendar, a written request must be submitted to: Campus Calendar, The News, 401 Student Union.

SUNDAY
Campus Calendar is a daily listing of campus events (meetings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a service to students, University employees, and visitors to campus. In order to be included in the Campus Calendar, a written request must be submitted to: Campus Calendar, The News, 401 Student Union.

Classifieds

Clasifieds are a valuable aid in reaching students, faculty, University employees, and visitors to campus. Ads may be placed at any time for a fee of $2.00 per column inch. 10 word max per ad. Classifieds are closed at 3:00 p.m. on Wednesdays. All ads are subject to be cut. To place an ad call 446-5533. Deadline is Wednesdays at 3:00 p.m.

Dixie Electric Co.

An Entertainment Utility

Because you made it through the worst winter in history. Forget those bone chilling winds of spring. Friday night, jump into the Dixie Electric Company's Spring Fever Fandango.

Prepare for all the fun, dancing and excitement you can handle. There will be everything—from hawkers and penny games and some mighty unbelievably low drink prices.

DONNA HAGopian

Read the News

Campus Calendar is a daily listing of campus events (meetings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a service to students, University employees, and visitors to campus. In order to be included in the Campus Calendar, a written request must be submitted to: Campus Calendar, The News, 401 Student Union.

SATURDAY—SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEES

$150

ADULTS $1.50

STADIUM CINEMA 1 & 2

STARTS TONIGHT

"THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN, PART II"

SHOWS TONIGHT AT 7:00 AND 9:00 P.M.
SUNDAY AT 1:00 AND 3:00 P.M.
SUNDAY AT 3:00 AND 5:00 P.M.
SUNDAY AT 7:30 AND 9:30 P.M.
A TRUE LOVE STORY...
For everyone who believes in happy endings

CLA-ZEL

$1

FOR ALL SEATS

STARTS TONIGHT

"CAMPUSIDE" AT 7:30 AND 9:30 P.M.
SAT. SUN. MATINEE AT 2:00 P.M.

A lost fortune...3 dark clues...all hidden at
CANDLES

From WALT DISNEY Productions

DAVID NIVEN, HELEN HAYES, JOSEF FOSTER, LEO McKERN

"CANDLES" AT 7:30 AND 9:30 P.M.

A lost fortune...3 dark clues...all hidden at
CANDLES

From WALT DISNEY Productions

DAVID NIVEN, HELEN HAYES, JOSEF FOSTER, LEO McKERN

"CANDLES" AT 7:30 AND 9:30 P.M.
Coach named

Bowling Green football coach Denny Stolz completed his 1978 coaching staff by adding Fred Jacoby. "For example, the Mid-American commissioner, isn't enthused about the way the NCAA will determine its 16 automatic bids. "If Miami had lost to Marquette, the Mid-American would have the same percentage of victories are based on one team, North Carolina, and that's why Miami lost its automatic bid. The Mid-American is part is the toughest one," argued Fred Jacoby. The Mid-American is 4-5 with a .444 winning percentage in that span, 10th behind the Big Ten. The Big Ten is second with 17-8 and .680. "The Mideast Regional of which the Mid-American is part is the toughest one," argued Jacoby.

BOWLING GREEN, Ohio (AP)-The Mid-American Conference will continue to be an automatic qualifier to the National Collegiate Athletic Association basketball tournament.ェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェェEllen Durslag

Melvin Durslag
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Two strikes and you're out

The cry has been heard for years now to reduce the dead ball time in baseball, and Tommy John, after massive cerebral stroke, is ready with the solution.

Since most of the lipgloss is baseball plate talk at the mound and at the plate, Tommy John feels that a batters box product could result if three balls constitute a walk versus strikes a strikeout.

"With this format," he promises, "you would cut down much of the drelling on the part of the pitcher and the batter, without actually changing the game."

Ironically, it was Mid-American Coach named winter '78 who made the case for a 20-second clock to speed up play. "The whole conference gets an automatic bid if no one can get away with it."

The idea was this: John felt that the three-ball walk and the two-strike strikeout would produce faster, more aggressive baseball "without the need of gimmicks like the jackrabbit rule."

"Do you feel that new ball is definitely souped up?" John was asked.

"No doubt about it," he answered. "When a batter can't even control the ball, you know you're dealing with a new ball."

Jessica Browne

Now comes Miller time.

For Your SPORTING GOODS

The Locker Room - SOFTBALL UNIFORMS, SOCCER SHOES & UNIFORMS, TENNIS EQUIPMENT, HAND BALL EQUIPMENT, Same Day Shirt Lettering, Service

Locker Room SPORTING GOODS - 812 S. Main St. Ph. 353-6341

ABORTION TOLL FREE
9 a.m.-10 p.m. 1-800-438-8039

Use the BG NEWS Classifieds
Call 372-2003 or come in to 106 University Hall

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
210 MATH SCIENCE
7:00 and 9:30 PM
$1.00 with I.D.

NEXT WEEK: WOODY ALLEN WEEKEND
Don't forget O.J. Anderson appearing in the Comedy Room
Thursday and Friday at 9:00 PM

JAM PROUDLY PRESENTS

Tickets $5.50, $6.50 Reserved
Tickets available at: Centennial Hall Box Office, Finders Records in Bowling Green and Findlay, Central Travel & Tickets La Salle - Downtown - W. Sandusky, Miracle Movies, Main Bowling Room, The Other People, Pooches Records & Tapes, The Head Shed & The Depot

Tickets must be in hand by May 17, 1978 at 11:30 PM
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Barbellies fly again today

By Bill Purvis
Assistant Sports Editor

Who said, "It's nothing but the matter of

Informed sources for Bowling Green's Dan Sacherman, Jack Hainline and Sara Hainline are confidence that we will be able to go out in any weather it's going to be as long as there's some sun to play out at home or in the gym." and "We would have liked to feel that we were more up to par with the other Big Ten schools, but the most we could have done is break even in the MAC. It's not a place where we give our all to play out because we have a chance to go to the NCAA tournament." and "It wasn't a case where we gave up on ourselves because we have a chance to go out at home." and "We weren't even concerned with the weather. We were going to win or go down swinging.

But with such recht-focused programs having been a problem, the MAC has taken steps to address the issue. The MAC has decided to move the Bowing Green-North Carolina season opener to the MAC Championships before we reach the level of play that we're looking for."